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A CORE LIFE VALUE IS VERY IMPORTANT - IT'S WHAT
GIVES YOUR LIFE MEANING, BALANCE,

SATISFACTION AND MOTIVATION 

Core life values are not inherited. They may be very different than your parents’ values.

Your values form an inner framework of how you make choices and what motivates you.

There are no right or wrong values.  

Most people have 5-10 key core life values that guide their life and choices.

There is not a particular order or hierarchy with your top 5-10 core life values. Each is
equally important to be expressed or honored in your life in order to feel balanced and
satisfied. 

We do not “choose” our values.  We are born with them.

Values are so deeply ingrained in us that to live without expressing our core life values
feels wrong.

Often we recognize our core life values being important or significant to us since
childhood.

A person's core life values are never things we “should” do or “should" be. 

We know what our core life values are by being aware of what “resonates” as being true for
us from deep within our soul. A core life value will feel right.

We know it is a core life value because we will not feel right living without it and we may
even find that these are the things we fight for.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discover Your
Core Life Values

Values are your deepest motivators.
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 1.  First, go through the list on the next page quickly and make a mark next to those words that

“resonate” with you and those that you connect with. Don't over think it. There may be many you feel

are "right" as you start this process. You will be eventually eliminating the list down to only 10. If it

helps while you do this first step, you can cross out words that do not resonate with you, or do not

feel important to you. 

 

2.  Next, go back through the ones that felt meaningful, resonate or felt right to you and begin to

narrow the list down according to which are more important or more meaningful to you. It may get

harder as you continue to distill the list down to ten. To help in determining which is more important

or meaningful, notice how you actually live your life. For instance, someone with the values of nature

and education might remember that given a choice they would spend the day out hiking rather than

sitting in a class learning. Remember these core life values are how YOU feel about them, not your

parents, or spouse, partner, children or friend. These are your unique core life values.

 

3. You may also sense that combining some of the values makes sense for you. For instance, some

people perceive “honesty” and “integrity” as the same. Others may see them as very different. 

 Combine or create a word that best reflects the value if it helps to narrow your values. 

 

4. You may even feel the need to “rename” the terms so they fit you better. For instance,

“spirituality” might better describe a value than “religion”. Feel free to rename the terms or combine

them so they resonate with you. Allow yourself time during this step. 

 

5. Narrowing the values down to 5-10 may require you to think about how you live your life. For

instance, to discover if "family" is a higher value for you than "work", ask yourself if you take work

home with you that interferes with family time. If this is the case, work may actually be a more

important or meaningful value for you. Remember, there are no right or wrong values.

 

6. Continue to eliminate terms and/or combining similar concepts until you have about ten remaining.

Hint: You are free to combine values that seem similar to you such as “friendship” and “community”.

 

7.Next, place your top ten values in order of priority based on how you actually live your life and what

“resonates” most for you on your list.

STEPS TO DISCOVERING YOUR CORE LIFE VALUES
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Now list your top ten core life values! These not need to be in any particular
order. 

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Next, write a brief description/definition of your top five core life values.  
 

This step is important in order to define/describe what that core life value means to
you in your life. Core life value definitions are not what the Webster’s Dictionary
would define it as. This is your own definition of this core life value…what it means
to you…in your own words.
 
Value:_____________________________________________________
 
My personal definition of this value is:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
 
Value: ______________________________________________________
 
My personal definition of this value is:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Value:_____________________________________________________
 
My personal definition of this value is:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
 
Value: ______________________________________________________
 
My personal definition of this value is:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
 
Value: ________________________________________________________
 
My personal definition of this value is:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
 
I look forward to finding out about your core life values and what is most
important and meaningful to you!!
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